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About This Game

"Hydraulic Empire looks to be that entry into the genre that I have been waiting for." - indiegames.com

What is it?

Hydraulic Empire is a Tower Defense game with RPG elements focusing on strategy, interactions between mobs, and persistent
upgrades. What we are doing with Hydraulic Empire is taking the best of what we have experience over the years, and then we

are adding elements that are unique.

How much Content is there?

We have over 20 levels (21 at launch and we will continue to add more as time goes on), 10 mobs, 10 towers, a builder that
levels as you play, and tons of mob interactions. All in all at launch there is about 15 hours of gameplay.

Whats Different about our TD?

Tower Defenses are not new, and they are not evolving much anymore. We aim to change that by adding in a variety of unique
mob interactions. We are also adding in tons of RPG elements and we have a hero/builder that will allow you to take part in

more of the battle.

Mob interactions are our major innovation. Where as they are not 100% new to the tower defense genre, they are typically
simple or not very interesting. We have taken this to the next level, and centered our game squarely around them. Mob
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interactions will take place all over a level, and will change where and how you choose to build in a level. The interactions vary
greatly based on which mob die in which order. This aspect of the game has given the game almost endless replay ability. Most
of our mobs will interact with at least 2 or 3 other mobs. Some interactions open up new interactions, and others will lock out

some interactions.

A Taste of the Story

"Peace had been a dream, and the light of its hope has been overshadowed by a new enemy. My own people have turned on me.
For what reason, I do not yet know. But there is no option but to fight, if for nothing else but the undying dream of peace at

least. I am the First Lieutenant General of the Great Mech Army, but you may call me the Keeper, for I protect the dreams of
many. And I call to you for aid. The mobs close in, thirsty for the land we won through fearsome attrition. And I am the only

one who now stands in their way."
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Title: Hydraulic Empire
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Batholith Entertainment
Publisher:
Batholith Entertainment
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Atom Z3740D

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Integrated HD4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 450 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Card

English
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Solid game even in 2019, add mods like EAW Remade or Thrawn's Revenge and it may as well be a new release.

I jest, it's a complete game; way less buggy and doesn't keep asking you to buy stuff.. Genre - Point n'click comic

A fun little game, with minimal interaction, it is still short and sweet.

I got it for a discount, but I think it is a fair price normally especially as I had played the other free game by the same company..
A short choose-your-own-adventure type game with a interesting art style.

Pros:
Art direction and graphics are good for what they are
Story is decent - new aspects found after more playthroughs

Cons:
Very short
No strong desire to complete multiple playthroughs to see different outcomes
Some story arcs don't make the most sense and seem contrived. Possible spoiler: Poisonous gas magically formed in a cave with
previous life in it and killed part of my party? WTF?

Overall: The game is too short and simple to be worth the $14.99 asking price. The price for the deluxe edition would be crazy.
Pick it up if it's half price or less. Otherwise, watch a let's play on youtube and you'll quickly see more money would be a waste.

Grade: C-. I rarely give a thumbs down. Prefer to give an up with my complants to be constructive or give a warning, simply
because it's all a matter of taste.

Vox simply didn't care about it's Steam section. Updates seem to happen once in eons, but although the dev makes money from
selling it on Steam, the dev is too lame to give any direction to updates. Here on Steam forums? Elsewhere?
It's a matter of minutes to contact your Steam customer base on the forum, but it's probaly too troublesome to do.

Forget about this dev, forget about this game. Just like the dev forgot about the Steam players who once bought this game,
hoping to get something good.. This video by Dslyecxi says it all
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Fh3webkCo4Y

Game = 9\/10 for now. Took about 8 hours to beat, not as good as Loren Amazon Princess but not bad either.

The alchemy mini game was fun for a short while and then it became tiresome, wasn't hard at all though. Don't freak out about
days, you have plenty of time for everything.

. This is a great first take on translating giant robots to VR! The core mechanics are really fun. It's satisfying as hell to bat a big
lumbering bad guy around the map. I certainly hope the final release has a lot more content to offer (which seems to be what the
devs are doing), but it's a lot of fun as is. Great way to work up a sweat too!. This is my favorite, by far, Nancy Drew game. I
remember sitting with my mom and brother when I was six and playing this game together. I bought it on steam because my old
copy was lost and I wanted to replay it, particularly the shell finding and necklace making which I adored as a little kid. Some of
it can be a little difficult, but it'll always hold a special place in my heart.
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Too simple and completely uninspiring. Free games online are loads better.. this version of Sherman Hill 2016 will not show up
in train simulator any sujestions on why that would be happening. Nice gameplay and absolutely fantastic soundtrack. Pretty
standard breakout game with a couple added features. I don't really have much more to say.

Oh right, the eighth boss is made entirely of death and the tears of orphans. The rest of the bosses are alright, though.. The
original boardgame is excellent. The port has excellent animation, sound, interface, and even cross-platform play. But there's
one glaring defect that makes this game almost worthless: The turn timer for asynchronous games doesn't work. Without the
functionality for players to time out of a game when they stop making a move, the result is that 99% of games end up locked
irreversibly when a single player goes absent (so for example in a 5 player game, you end up with 4 players unable to make any
further moves and having wasted their playtime). As a result of this, it's impossible to finish any game unless you set it up with a
known friend in advance and make sure they make every move, communicating from outside the game.
A shame, because it seems like that kind of detail could be patched easily (however the devs say it can't). Don't expect to play
this online with strangers.. why does this game only cost 1.00
This game deserves more attention!

10/10. This game was so awesome! It has a lot of great story and the characters are very detailed. It deals with greif and loss and
carries an overall good message. The art is beautiful. The game + just makes it even better.. Okay, so I know nothing about
American football, but, as an introduction to the game I really love this. I'm sure that people who know more about american
football could find a lot of faults with this, but, for someone who's new to the game, or just wants a very quick distraction from
other games, this is really good. I will definitely be looking forward to other versions in the future.. I think this game was the
very first RPG I ever stepped into off some Random PC Gamer magazine demo disc. For that, I give it praise, I made many
builds back in the day after seeing a single copy at a games store about two years later (2005-6?) -Back then it was visually
astounding, today, for its style it still has a nice look\/feel about it. However you can easily "gimp" your character in this game
(as well as others during the time like Diablo) - Either not following a distinct build hard enough (Melee, Archery, Magic) or
being too diverse (spreading stats into every talent) can make your character vunrable especially coupled with the pretty chaotic
fighting mechanics. Most of the time you will press <p> to pause during fights to heal\/switch weapons etc as Its hard to keep
track of health\/enemies attacks. Always remember to save aswell, this game can be luring into exploration and then suddenly 5
Large Zombie Skeletons spawn in and you have no hope.

Honestly, I only bought this game because I felt the need to pay homage to a demo disc that created a love for AdvRPG's in
general many years ago. Its clunky, potentially frustrating but overall creates an experiance it sets out to and has an interesting
storyline.

In 2002: 10\/10
in 2018 5\/10 (but 10 for nostalgia)

. :D This was fun!! Clown art show!! Yes!!
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